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Executive Summary
From June 2 to July 7, a series of five webinars were delivered to address diverse aspects of biomass
energy. The series examined how Maryland’s commercial and institutional consumers benefit from
adoption of thermal biomass energy solutions in Maryland, along with the technology, economic
competitiveness, and ease of installing and operating biomass energy systems. Speakers shared case
study examples of successful projects right sized for ideal facilities, and discussions covered economic,
operational, environmental, as well as policy and regulatory considerations.
The webinar series was offered in association with the Spurring Fossil Free-Biomass initiative, Maryland
Forestry Foundation, Maryland Clean Energy Center, Maryland Department of Natural Resources,
Sustainable Forestry Council, and Maryland Agricultural Education and Rural Development Assistance
Fund.
The audience for the webinars included policy makers, agency leadership, environmental stakeholders,
industry stakeholders, green building advocates, engineers, facility and campus energy managers. The
call to action for the project was to seek trusted experts on the complex technical aspects of forest
carbon cycling and carbon emissions and to educate participants and their constituents so that they can
contribute to policy solutions for Maryland.
Webinar 1: Economic & Environmental Opportunities for Woody Biomass in Maryland
Maryland has an untapped supply of energy that could diversify and expand our renewable energy
portfolio, help local economies, and maintain or improve forest health without increasing carbon
emissions: woody biomass. In this series of webinars, we will share information, listen to concerns, and
address challenges to using woody biomass to meet Maryland's energy needs and support sustainable
forest management.
Watch the Webinar 1 Recording
Webinar 2: Economic Framework - Supporting Forest Conservation with Woody Biomass Energy
Using woody biomass for energy has positive impacts on forest health when the right policy framework
is in place. It is important for educated stakeholders to work together to create sound policies for
sustainable forest management using woody biomass for energy.
Watch the Webinar 2 Recording
Webinar 3: Environmental Framework - Incentivizing Woody Biomass Energy & Regulating Carbon
Emissions
Using woody biomass for energy has neutral impacts on carbon emissions when the right policy and
regulatory framework are in place. It is important for educated stakeholders to work together to create
sound policies and regulations for the harvest and use of woody biomass for energy.
Watch the Webinar 3 Recording
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Webinar 4: Biomass Energy Systems - Operation
Woody biomass is already available in abundance in Maryland but, the use of this renewable fuel source
for energy, as an alternative to fossil fuels, has not been widely adopted. Best management practices of
‘right-sizing’ designs for modern current and evolving technologies allow for this type of energy solution
to be cost-effective and meet air quality standards. This session offers a high-level synopsis of various
wood energy applications: low temperature boiler, thermal storage, distributed heating, etc. These
examples cover diverse uses: industrial processing, university campuses, hospitals, schools, and partyear heating.
Watch the Webinar 4 Recording
Webinar 5: Biomass Energy Systems - Economics & Finance
Woody biomass is already made in abundance in Maryland. However, the use of this renewable fuel
source for energy, as an alternative to fossil fuels, has not been widely adopted. Project design and
financing technical assistance is available.
Watch the Webinar 5 Recording
As described by the webinar presenters, forest management contributes to ensuring carbon
sequestration for air quality and protects the Chesapeake Bay watershed. Management of forests
produces woody biomass materials, which is also available in excess from storm debris removal and tree
maintenance and is marketable as a good source for thermal energy generation. The Maryland
Department of Natural Resources (DNR) is interested in biomass energy because it requires sustainable
forestry practices which support management goals and provide benefits like wildlife habitat, forest
health, and climate resiliency. The DNR is actively working with many partners on an Economic
Adjustment Strategy (EAS) that leverages the existing forest sector and seeks new opportunities. The
DNR is interested in woody biomass projects that can contribute to goals for forest health and resiliency
in the state while addressing climate goals.
Key take-aways from the webinar presentations include:
Forest health opportunities – biomass utilization promotes forest health
• Climate change is impacting Maryland through insects and pathogens, changes in precipitation,
and impacts on forest health. There is a role for woody biomass used on the proper scale to
improve forest health and help us tackle climate change.
• All forests provide carbon storage benefits, young, old, etc. and healthy forests are most
effective at storing carbon.
• Biomass is the only energy source that has the ability to improve the environment, namely forest
health. Biomass can help Maryland’s trees, water quality, and provide other benefits through
management for diverse and resilient forests.
• Forest health concerns in Maryland include fragmentation and conversion, high grading and
changes in species mix, invasive species, deer browse and regeneration, tree mortality and
climate change. Biomass energy markets may assist in addressing some of these issues by the
creation of markets that support improvement management and management across a diversity
of species and forest conditions.
• Evidence supports a conclusion that an increase in the utilization of wood energy (and/or other
products) will lead to expanded forest area, enhanced growth, and potential improvement of
forest health and resiliency.
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Energy and economic opportunities – biomass can provide a clean and efficient energy future
• Collaboration between the state, industry, and non-profits aids the state in finding opportunities
for biomass energy to provide renewable energy options.
• Modern wood heat includes high efficiency equipment that is clean-burning and based on
extensive research and development. There are systems designed for every scale (from homes
to facilities and institutions).
• Renewable biomass energy solutions make sense when wood is available and there is an
opportunity to replace fossil fuel use.
• There is an opportunity to build a strong Maryland forest industry. The use of local forest
products can make the forest sector a champion for the climate, benefit the local economy, and
make Maryland better.
Biomass opportunities – Maryland has capacity to supply the biomass industry
• The use of residues, waste materials, low-value materials, or biomass from sustainably managed
forests in highly efficient or combined heat and power systems provide the greatest carbon
benefits in comparison to non-renewable, fossil-fuel based systems.
• Modern wood energy systems can be efficient, clean burning, and automated, and they can
utilize firewood, pellets, wood chips (green or semi-dry).
• Urban wood waste is a significant resource in Maryland and may represent up to 71% of the total
biomass supply potential.
• Maryland has residue (waste) materials available out of industry and forest management that
can be used. The state has an opportunity to decarbonize thermal energy at various facilities
using this material. Woody biomass is not going to work for every facility, but there are a lot of
situations where it will provide benefit over time.
The webinars provided significant insight and information related to the full range of concerns and
opportunities for biomass energy in Maryland, including thermal energy potentials. As highlighted by
many of the presenters, biomass energy utilization has the potential to promote forest health, address
climate change challenges, and support a more resilient Maryland clean energy system.
The recordings for the webinar sessions and additional information, can be found at
https://www.mdcleanenergy.org/biomass/.
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Webinar 1: An Overview: Economic & Environmental
Opportunities for Woody Biomass Energy in Maryland
Tuesday, June 2, 2020 10:30 AM to NOON
Webinar 1 Recording:
https://bit.ly/MDBiomass-Video01
Introduction:
Maryland has an untapped supply of energy that could diversify and expand our renewable energy
portfolio, help local economies, and maintain or improve forest health without increasing carbon
emissions: woody biomass. In this series of webinars, we will share information, listen to concerns, and
address challenges to using woody biomass to meet Maryland's energy needs and support sustainable
forest management.
In this webinar, participants will gain a broader understanding of:
• What is considered woody biomass and how it is used to produce energy.
• Understand how woody biomass can complement other renewables in an overall strategy.
• Understand pros and cons of different approaches (thermal, electricity, large scale, small scale).
• Be familiar with examples where woody biomass is being used as part of renewable energy and
carbon mitigation plans, and how these case studies might apply to Maryland
• Learn what topics will be covered in the remaining webinars in the series.
Moderator: Gary Allen, President; Maryland Forestry Foundation
Speakers:
Sec. Jeannie Haddaway-Riccio, Maryland Department of Natural Resources – Introduction
Kathryn Fernholz, President and CEO, Dovetail Partners – Biomass 101, Summary of the Biomass Energy
Utilization Whitepaper
Maura Adams, Program Director, Northern Forest Center – Biomass and the New England Experience
Josh Kurtz, Policy and Government Relations Director, The Nature Conservancy – Environmental
Perspective
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Sec. Jeannie Haddaway-Riccio, Maryland Department of Natural Resources – Introduction
The Secretary introduced the webinar and stated that qualifying biomass is an important part of
renewable energy in Maryland and can be enhanced based upon the European and Northeastern US
region’s experience. Maryland is well placed based upon available wood supplies in the state. The DNR
is particularly interested in biomass energy because it requires sustainable forestry practices which
support management goals and provide benefits like wildlife habitat, forest health, and climate
resiliency. The DNR is working with many partners on an Economic Adjustment Strategy (EAS) that
leverages the existing forest sector and seeks new opportunities. Most forests in Maryland are privately
owned and landowners are key partners in tree planting efforts and forest management goals. The DNR
is actively looking for woody biomass projects that can contribute to goals for forest health and
resiliency in the state while addressing climate goals.
Kathryn Fernholz, President and CEO, Dovetail Partners – Biomass 101, Summary of the Biomass Energy
Utilization Whitepaper
Dovetail Partners is a Minneapolis-based environmental organization and non-profit think tank that has
many information resources available at www.dovetailinc.org on the topic of bioenergy and biomass
utilization. The white paper prepared for this project addresses several key questions, including how
woody biomass markets affect forest harvest rates and forest health; how burning woody biomass can
result in a net reduction in greenhouse gases; the carbon impacts of woody biomass energy; the carbon
impacts of other reuse options for small-diameter wood, and what incentives or mechanisms exist in
Maryland to replant or replace trees. For the purposes of this discussion sources of woody biomass fuels
include waste wood, wood chips, residuals, residues, and pellets. Bioenergy systems include electricity
and thermal energy production (i.e., heat for homes, businesses, and other public and private facilities).
The key consideration is to determine how woody biomass can be renewable, sourced locally, and used
to reduce carbon emissions and other impacts associated with fossil fuel energy systems. Bioenergy
system can utilize materials from the primary forest industry (sawdust, bark, residuals), small-diameter
wood from thinning for forest management, urban wood removed after storm events or due to insects
and disease or other management needs, tops and branches from wood harvest (residues), or waste
wood (i.e., used pallets). Biomass markets can support improved forest sustainability by utilizing these
low value materials and reducing waste in processing. Forest income potential is one of the strongest
deterrents to the sale of forest land to developers. Strong markets help keep forests as forests. Strong
markets for wood products are correlated to forest areas being maintained or increased. Private
landowners represent most US forest lands and provide about 90% of the annual wood harvest in the
US. Woody biomass can reduce greenhouse gas emissions by reducing the use of fossil fuels and provide
even greater benefit as trees are regrown and carbon sequestration continues. The carbon impacts of
woody biomass energy depend upon the material being used and the energy production technology. In
general, the use of residues, waste materials, low-value materials or biomass from sustainably managed
forests in highly efficient or combined heat and power systems provide the greatest carbon benefits in
comparison to non-renewable, fossil-fuel based systems. Biomass can also reduce other pollutants and
trace metal emissions associated with fossil fuels that are very harmful to the environment and human
health. Many programs and policies exist in Maryland to protect and maintain forest resources.
Maura Adams, Program Director, Northern Forest Center – Biomass and the New England Experience
The Northern Forest Center works throughout Northern New England and has worked with biomass
energy systems for about ten years. The Center focuses on investing in communities and supporting
forest-based businesses to bring resources that diversify the economy and bring activity to the region.
There is a tremendous opportunity for wood heat in the region due to the amount of available forest and
wood supplies and because markets for other products have declined (i.e., paper). The region is also
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heavily dependent on heating oil. Renewable biomass energy solutions make sense when wood is
available and there is an opportunity to replace fossil fuel use. By opting out of oil there are many
benefits ranging from cost savings to community development, job growth, and a reduced carbon
footprint. Modern wood heat includes high efficiency equipment that is clean-burning and based on
extensive research and development. There are systems designed for every scale (from homes to
facilities and institutions). Several states offer equipment rebates, including Maine, New Hampshire,
Vermont, New York and Massachusetts. The amount, equipment type, and eligibility vary. For example,
the New Hampshire rebate offers 40% (up to $8,000) for residential automated wood pellet boiler (40%,
up to $65,000 for commercial applications). Some states also have thermal Renewable Energy Credits
(RECs) that can make projects more economically attractive. Many schools in the Northeast heat with
wood, and it is a strong link to the communities (i.e., parents work in the forest industry and their children
go to a school heated with local wood). Enabling wood energy may require investments in the supply
chain to support transportation, fuel handing, and storage infrastructure (i.e., pellet depot). The use of
northern forest (i.e., local) wood pellets immediately cuts greenhouse gas emissions by 54% when
switching from oil heat. Biomass does not drive timber harvesting but contributes to an integrated
system. The campaign Feel Good Heat (www.feelgoodheat.com) offers insight into local wood energy
systems and provides profiles and case studies of individuals and businesses that have embraced
automated wood heat. Examples include small businesses, affordable housing, senior housing, schools,
museums, and individual homes.
Josh Kurtz, Policy and Government Relations Director, The Nature Conservancy – Environmental Perspective
The Nature Conservancy is active in every state, including in Maryland with land protection, protecting
water quality, and other activities. Climate change is impacting Maryland through insects and
pathogens, changes in precipitation, and impacts on forest health. There is a role for woody biomass
used on the proper scale to improve forest health and help us tackle climate change. Working forests can
provide habitat and many other benefits. All forests provide carbon storage benefits, young, old, etc. and
healthy forests are most effective at storing carbon. Sustainable biomass comes from applying best
management practices and certification programs. The TNC is interested in seeing the most efficient
technologies, including thermal energy applications and combined heat and power systems. Woody
biomass energy can support forest health and provide rural economic value. Locally harvested wood for
local energy production can maintain our forests. Timber harvesting can be part of forest restoration
practices and make these practices more economically feasible. The principles for biomass success
include avoiding, minimizing or mitigating any impact to forested streams, ensuring sustainable harvest,
full carbon accounting (life cycle), facility citing to minimize transportation, technologies that minimize
impact to rivers (i.e., cooling systems for discharge), and protecting public and private lands to safeguard
a number of values and benefits.
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Webinar 2: Economic Framework: Supporting Forest
Conservation with Woody Biomass Energy
Tuesday, June 9, 2020 10:30 AM to NOON
Webinar 2 Recording:
https://bit.ly/MDBiomass-Video02
Introduction:
Using woody biomass for energy has positive impacts on forest health with the right policy framework
in place. It is important for educated stakeholders to work together to create sound policies for
sustainable forest management for use as woody biomass for energy. Wood fuel is grown locally and
used locally. Harvesting, processing, and delivering all require local jobs. Operating and maintaining
systems use local talent. Construction and installation boost local employment.
By the end of this webinar, participants will:
• Know how much woody biomass could be sustainably harvested from Maryland forest lands and
existing urban tree maintenance, for how long and how experts arrive at these projections.
• Understand how enabling markets for low value wood as biomass can make forests healthier,
create jobs, keep forests in forests, and keep forests working to sequester carbon
• What are the potential opportunities for job development, wage creation tax revenue, and
business retention from deploying woody biomass energy solutions in Maryland?
• Understand how policy, regulatory and economic frameworks prevent unsustainable harvest
and negative impacts on wildlife habitat and water quality.
Moderator: Donnelle Keech, Resilient Forests Program Director; The Nature Conservancy
Speakers:
Sec. Kelly Schulz, Maryland Department of Commerce – Introduction
Wade Haerle, Agribusiness and Energy Program Manager, Maryland Department of Commerce – Wood
Energy: The Economic Development Impacts
Brian Kitttler, Senior Director of Forest Restoration, American Forests – Biomass and Forest Conservation
David Wear, Senior Fellow, Resources for the Future – Science Perspectives: Forest Inventory, Biomass
Sources, and Forest Management
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Sec. Kelly Schulz, Maryland Department of Commerce – Introduction
Sec. Schulz provided a welcome message to the attendees and emphasized the state’s commitment to
clean energy and the importance of the forest sector and forest industry to the State of Maryland.
Collaboration between the state, industry, and non-profits aids the state in finding opportunities for
biomass energy to provide renewable energy options. The Economic Adjustment Strategy that is being
developed with federal support will mitigate the economic downturn in the forest industry in the state,
and the Department of Commerce is excited to move forward on biomass energy opportunities with the
Maryland forest industry.
Wade Haerle, Agribusiness and Energy Program Manager, Maryland Department of Commerce – Wood Energy:
The Economic Development Impacts
Mr. Haerle offered a simple philosophy, “People will help you solve your problems and let you meet your
challenges if you allow them to make money doing it.” The challenge in Maryland is aligning forest health
problems with established goals and economics for renewable energy. Renewables have grown in
Maryland from 8 percent to 11 percent of energy output in recent years. The energy sector requires
compliance with permitting processes as well as achieving a social license to operate. Wood and biomass
are plentiful, local, easy to transport, dense, non-volatile, and applicable to thermal and electric
production. The challenges for biomass energy are concerns about carbon and combustion emissions
and may be not be optimal for large scale energy facilities. Coal has similar operational benefits as wood,
but it is not available everywhere, it does not burn clean, and requires mining operations. Oil is another
energy option but has many competing uses and is not a preferred option. Natural gas provides an
instant on-and-off option for electricity production, but the downsides include transportation
challenges. Natural gas is currently the fastest growing energy source. Hydrogen and nuclear energy
are other options with limited viability. Wind is clean but not a dense source of energy and requires
significant land area and mining of the materials for construction. Solar is also clean but similarly not
dense and requires significant land area. Hydropower is renewable and dense, but dams have
environmental impacts. The market is currently picking natural gas as the preferred option. Wood has a
lot of benefits, but it also has a complicated social contract due to the history of timber harvesting and
public concern. These issues still impact the use of wood today. Woody biomass projects need
champions to advocate for conversion of energy systems to wood to achieve the long-term benefits of
switching to biomass. Biomass is the only energy source that has the ability to improve the environment,
namely forest health. Biomass can help Maryland’s trees, water quality, and provide other benefits
through management for diverse and resilient forests.
Brian Kitttler, Senior Director of Forest Restoration, American Forests – Biomass and Forest Conservation
American Forests is engaged in the Forest Climate Working Group, the largest coalition in the country
addressing forest climate considerations, including bioenergy topics. The basic issues to reconcile are
the compatibility of forest bioenergy and conservation, which starts with keeping forests as forest and
the importance of markets. Energy markets provide demand for low value wood product and
supplement high value markets. Scale is an important consideration to avoid exceeding supply or,
alternatively, providing insufficient economic viability. Sustainable forest management (SFM) is a
holistic approach and set of practices to address the multiple services and benefits forests provide
locally and globally and connects to addressing forest health, wildlife, biodiversity, and water quality.
Efficiency and carbon are also growing concerns.
Within Maryland there are 2.4 million acres of forests: 72% private, 25% state and local, 3% federal.
Maryland has seen 500,000 to 600,000 acres of forest converted to other lands uses since 1960 and
forest area has declined by 20,000 from 2013-2018. There are opportunities for up to 1 million acres of
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reforestation in Maryland. The existing forest is getting older and inventory keeps expanding. The most
common forest type is Oak-Hickory and much of it is over 60 years old with limited regeneration
occurring due to lack of management and other factors. Loblolly/shortleaf pine is the second most
common forest type and tends to be in slightly younger age classes.
The annual net increase in live tree biomass in Maryland is significant, a net increase of 94 million cubic
feet of wood (3.1 million green tons) which represents sequestration of about 2.9 million metric tons of
CO2. Equivalent to annual emissions from Maryland’s use a natural gas for energy production. Forest
health concerns in Maryland include fragmentation and conversion, high grading and changes in species
mix, invasive species, deer browse and regeneration, tree mortality and climate change. Biomass energy
markets may assist in addressing some of these issues by the creation of markets that support
improvement management and management across a diversity of species and forest conditions.
Softwood inventory is increasing in Maryland, but most is in low grade wood associated with natural
regeneration of loblolly pine and a lack of management due to weakened markets. Biomass could be
provided through the improved management of these resources. An additional source of biomass from
Maryland’s forests could include “cull trees” that are rough, poorly formed sawtimber or poletimber, or
salvageable dead trees. The availability of biomass will be influenced by several factors, including
landowner response and the strength of the markets (i.e., price per ton). The western, southern and
central regions of Maryland are likely to be the most significant sources of woody biomass, and this could
shift depending on landowner response and markets conditions. Urban wood waste is a significant
resource in Maryland and may represent up to 71% of the total biomass supply potential. Total
statewide supply is estimated at 1.1 million tons of woody biomass per year. This could support up to
110 MW of electricity production and/or significant thermal energy production. Thermal biomass
technologies make a lot of sense in Maryland based upon the supply, demand for heat, and opportunity
for efficiency gains. The combined heat and power system at the Eastern Correctional Institute (ECI)
was an example of using low-quality wood and a transition to natural gas use in this facility will have an
impact on markets and forest conditions in that region of the state.
In terms of carbon emissions, most studies find forest bioenergy offers long-term reductions in CO2
emissions relative to fossil fuels. The magnitude of benefits and time until realized depends on a number
of factors that can be considered in the design of biomass energy systems. Wood pellets have immediate
CO2 benefits in commercial and residential applications in the northern forest region due to use of
sawdust and other byproducts of forest product manufacturing (wood that was cut for other purposes).
David Wear, Senior Fellow, Resources for the Future – Science Perspectives: Forest Inventory, Biomass Sources,
and Forest Management
Forests provide multiple carbon benefits and there is a science-policy interface for addressing questions
and concerns about using wood for bioenergy. To effectively address these questions, it is important to
consider multiple disciples, including biological, engineering and technologies, and economics and
impacts on land use decisions. A key finding in research relevant to the U.S. is that woody biomass
energy is expected to be carbon neutral or carbon positive. Woody biomass markets support regrowth
of forests and even forest area expansion. The resulting working hypotheses is that strong product
markets expand forest land use. Forest bioenergy provides a strong potential for climate change mitigation
as now seen in European markets. Switching from coal to wood bioenergy offers substantial reductions
in carbon emissions which accumulate over time and provide additional incentives to expand the forest
carbon sink. Empirical studies demonstrate that U.S. forest carbon capture exceeds emissions and
currently store about 52 years of U.S. greenhouse gas emissions at 2017 levels. The case study of forest
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conditions and use trends in the U.S. south demonstrates that woody biomass energy demand is
contributing to building the forest carbon sink by providing incentives to retain and grow forests.
Evidence supports a conclusion that an increase in the utilization of wood energy (and/or other
products) will lead to expanded forest area, enhanced growth, and potential improvement of forest
health and resiliency.
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Webinar 3: Environmental Framework: Incentivizing Woody
Biomass Energy and Regulating Carbon Emissions
Tuesday, June 16, 2020 10:30 AM to NOON
Webinar 3 Recording:
https://bit.ly/MDBiomass-Video03
Introduction:
Using woody biomass for energy has neutral impacts on carbon emissions when the right policy and
regulatory framework in place. It is important for educated stakeholders to work together to create
sound
policies and regulations for the harvest and use of woody biomass for energy.
By the end of this webinar, participants will:
• Understand the basics of forest carbon accounting, including the critical role of scale and time
• Understand the emissions associated with typical of woody biomass energy systems, and the
ability of available technologies to comply with Maryland air quality regulations
• Understand state policies and laws for climate action and clean energy, including the
opportunities and barriers to woody biomass energy under current policy.
Moderator: Kenneth Jolly, Acting State Forester of Maryland Department of Natural Resources;
Maryland Forest Service
Speakers:
Asst. Sec. Suzanne Dorsey, Maryland Department of the Environment – Introduction
Kendall DeLyser, Senior Manager of Forests and Climate, American Forests and Dr. Elliott Campbell,
Director of Center for Economic and Social Science, Maryland Department of Natural Resources – Forest
Management and Carbon Accounting
Christopher Beck, Division Chief-Climate Program, Maryland Department of the Environment – State
Policies & Laws for Climate Action and Clean Energy: Role of Woody Biomass & Air Quality Impacts
Dan Rider, Forest Stewardship & Utilization Program Manager, Maryland Department of Natural
Resources – Maryland Perspective: Biomass Market and Policy Constraints
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Asst. Sec. Suzanne Dorsey, Maryland Department of the Environment – Introduction
Dr. Dorsey provided introductory comments including a perspective on sustainability in the forest
sector and the connection between forest health and forest management. Dr. Dorsey also recognized
the importance of this webinar series for introducing more people to the positive connections between
forestry, climate, and renewable energy opportunities. Bay restoration goals, climate goals, and our
forest sector are closely related and function best when working together. Too much wood in Maryland
is going to landfills which has many negative impacts and needs to be addressed. There is an opportunity
to build a strong Maryland forest industry. The use of local forest products can make the forest sector a
champion for the climate, benefit the local economy, and make Maryland better.
Kendall DeLyser, Senior Manager of Forests and Climate, American Forests and Dr. Elliott Campbell, Director of
Center for Economic and Social Science, Maryland Department of Natural Resources – Forest Management and
Carbon Accounting
Kendall provided an overview of the carbon system, carbon storage, and biogenic carbon accounting.
The perception of carbon benefits from forests is influenced by taking a narrow or broad view. The broad
view includes consideration of multiple co-benefits, including bioenergy opportunities. The EPA
approach to biogenic carbon accounting recognizes that the impacts of bioenergy will depend upon the
feedstocks being used and their production systems. Biogenic carbon accounting can result in
determining net positive (carbon source), neutral, or net negative emissions (carbon sink) for biomass
energy. Even net positive (carbon source) bioenergy systems can result in carbon benefits in comparison
to alternatives. The potential for woody biomass is determined by decisions that impact forest
management, energy systems, forest and energy policies, and forest and energy markets.
Elliott addressed the utilization of Maryland’s forests to combat climate change. The state’s Greenhouse
Gas Reduction Act sets goals and requirements for emission reductions through 2050. Significant
reductions have been accomplished within electricity generation. Goals have also been set for managing
forests to capture carbon, including certification of state-owned forest lands and planting programs
(natural regeneration, riparian buffers, reforestation, and afforestation). By 2030, forest sector actions
in the state will contribute additional carbon storage benefits of 1.4 million metric tons of CO2
equivalent per year. Maryland has not had any new biomass energy facilities since 2006, so estimates do
not include any of the potential benefits of bioenergy. The Clean and Renewable Energy Standard
(CARES) includes woody biomass as a potential renewable energy source. Forests are the largest carbon
sink in Maryland, but the forest carbon inventory in the state has been decreasing in recent years by
17%. Causes for the decrease include impacts from forest land conversion to development and other
uses, invasive species, pests and disease, seer herbivory, and climate change. The largest driver of the
decrease is the aging forest. Seventy-eight percent of the Maryland forest is “mature” which means their
growth (and associated carbon sequestration) has peaked. The carbon sink declines as mortality rates
exceed growth rates. There are opportunities to improve the balance through forest management.
Forest product markets are key to providing an economic incentive to support management activities.
Maryland has been a challenging environment for the forest industry because of mill closures,
urbanization, and real or perceived regulatory barriers. The Maryland DNR is conducting an Economic
Adjustment Strategy for Maryland Forestry and new biomass to energy facilities would provide an
important market while providing carbon and renewable energy benefits.
Christopher Beck, Division Chief-Climate Program, Maryland Department of the Environment – State Policies
& Laws for Climate Action and Clean Energy: Role of Woody Biomass & Air Quality Impacts
Christopher addressed the role of forests in Maryland’s Climate Change Strategy. The state’s climate
plan includes about 100 different programs and is committed to providing economic benefit. Biomass is
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included as part of Maryland’s climate change strategy. It is recognized that increased and bettermanaged forests generate biomass and sequester additional carbon. Energy production in the state is
increasingly moving to renewable sources. There is interest in identifying the additional opportunities
for bioenergy. The Greenhouse Gas Reduction Act Plan calls for at least 80% reduction in greenhouse
gases (GHGs) by 2050. To meet the goals, it is necessary to increase carbon sequestration. Enrolling
unmanaged forests into management regimes will increase the rate of carbon sequestration and provide
biomass for energy. The RPS (Renewable Portfolio Standard) requires electricity suppliers to meet a
minimum portion of their retail electricity sales with various renewable energy sources. Qualifying
biomass is a Tier 1 renewable energy source in the RPS Program. “Qualifying biomass” is defined as a
nonhazardous, organic material that is available on a renewable or recurring basis and is a waste material
that is separated from inorganic waste material and is derived from sources including forest-related
resources. Most of the qualifying RECs (Renewable Energy Credits) are not coming from Maryland and
are not resulting from biomass. Studies should define the available wood and waste solids in the region
that could address this gap. In 2019, CARES proposed giving biomass with carbon capture double-credit
for negative emissions.
Dan Rider, Forest Stewardship & Utilization Program Manager, Maryland Department of Natural Resources –
Maryland Perspective: Biomass Market and Policy Constraints
Dan addressed woody biomass supplies and logistics for the future potential for biomass energy in
Maryland. A key consideration is that energy markets are structured in such a way that it is not possible
to drive deforestation or increased harvesting. The values are too low in energy markets; therefore,
wood used for biomass energy is a byproduct or waste material provided by stronger market drivers.
Examples include tree trimmings from arborist companies and tree care activities in urban area. In rural
areas, bioenergy markets could support use of low-quality materials that need to be removed to improve
forest health and resiliency. Use of these materials for bioenergy can provide multiple benefits. There
are key questions for biomass energy opportunities in Maryland – how much wood is there, who will
supply it, when will it run out, and, therefore, what will it cost in the future? Maryland has 334 million
tons of live trees, 2.5 million acres of forest and is growing 2.6x more than removals. Bottom line: there
is a lot of wood. The supplier network in the state is diverse and competitive which provides advantages
for private stability and fuel delivery reliability. The existing network includes landfills, sawmills, loggers,
arborists, manufacturers, and aggregators. The materials that could be used for bioenergy are being
produced in Maryland and many of these materials are being wasted currently. Arborists are a key part
of the supplier network as they generate wood on a daily basis as a by-product of their business
(approximately 1.5 tons of wood chips per crew per day). A wood energy market would be a benefit to
these businesses. Maryland’s wood waste recycling facilities collect about 433,887 tons of wood per
year. Loggers also have an opportunity to provide material and energy markets could support better
silviculture. Sawmills provide the highest quality fuel chip as a residue product and is often too high value
for energy markets as it is in demand by the paper industry. Sawmills will likely be interested in
maintaining existing markets while diversifying customer base opportunities. Aggregators are a key
element in the supply chain for addressing consistency and reliability. Sourcing distances for biomass
materials range from less than 20 miles to over 75 miles. Based upon existing supplier network, there
may be about 900,000 tons of annual supply which is enough for 10 combined heat and power facilities
and 80 schools.
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Webinar 4: Biomass Energy Systems: Operation
Tuesday, June 23, 2020 10:30 AM to NOON
Webinar 4 Recording:
https://bit.ly/MDBiomass-Video04

Introduction:
Woody biomass is already available in abundance in Maryland, but the use of this renewable fuel source
for energy as an alternative to fossil fuels has not been widely adopted. Best management practices of
‘right-sizing’ designs of modern current and evolving technologies allow for this type of energy solution
to be cost-effective while meeting air quality standards. This session offers a high-level synopsis of
various wood energy applications: low temperature boiler; thermal storage; distributed heating. These
examples cover diverse settings including industrial processing, university, hospital, schools, and partyear heating.
By the end of the session participants will have answers to certain questions related to the potential
operation of a woody biomass fed thermal energy systems, including:
• Is the feedstock readily available and affordable?
• Is transportation of feedstock a roadblock to adoption?
• What are right sized model systems for certain applications? Hospitals, schools, government
office buildings & campus facilities?
• Are systems economically competitive, viable to install, and uncomplicated to operate?
• How the technology of related systems meets or exceed Maryland air and water quality
requirements for permitting.
• Access to skills and training for workers?
• What measures are in place to ensure the use of the system is sustainable?
Moderator: Kathy Magruder, Executive Director; Maryland Clean Energy Center
Speakers:
Dan Wilson, Vice President, Wilson Engineering Services, PC – Choice of Systems and Case Studies of
Existing Applications
Lew McCreery, Wood Innovations Coordinator, USDA Forest Service – A Closer Look at the Economics
Matt Hafner, Lead Engineer, Chemical Unit, Air Quality Permits Program, Maryland Dept. of the
Environment – Air Quality Regulations and Permitting
Kyla Cheynet, Sustainability Manager, Drax Biomass – Operations & Sustainability Concerns: Challenges of
Woody Biomass Use
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Dan Wilson, Vice President, Wilson Engineering Services, PC – Choice of Systems and Case Studies of Existing
Applications
Dan’s presentation provided a discussion of heating and cooling, thermal energy and combined heat and
power, and addressing the design and implementation considerations of biomass thermal
(heating/cooling) and combined heat and power through example projects.
Biomass energy conversion projects are about meeting end user needs. Therefore, need to look at
energy demands (heating, electricity, cooling) over time (amount and timing) to align with wood energy
systems. Woody biomass can provide thermal energy cost savings and potential for REC Value. Actual
costs and efficiencies vary by location and equipment. Maryland RECs are currently about
$2.75/mmBtu. The cost of green wood chips is about $5/mmBtu delivered. One example project that
was heating only, Mount St. Alphonsus Biomass Heating in New York, had to convert steam system to
hot water. Hot water boilers provide 5,000 gallons of thermal storage for distribution through the
system. It provides a buffer between load and boiler. Storage allows boiler to meet higher demands from
system (also keeps the boiler from cycling). Holderness School Biomass District Heating Project,
Plymouth, NH is a campus setting with 25 buildings. Project included replacement of steam system with
fossil fuel use. Established district heating with a central plan based on a biomass system. Annual savings
of about $320,000, and the significant avoided costs and savings associated with biomass allowed for
infrastructure replacement.
Thermal RECS within the Renewable Portfolio Standard in Northeastern states provide some
opportunities, but the thermal REC in Maryland has confusing language for wood. It needs to be clarified
if it is going to be applied effectively. Prior to 2014, due to a quirk of the regulations from the 70’s,
COMAR (Maryland’s regulation) stated that solid fuel units, which includes wood systems, under 30
mmBtu/hr (or 13 mmBtu/hr, depending on location) could not be installed. This was a significant barrier
to considering systems. MDE recognized this issue and conducted a detailed rule making process to
determine what rules should be placed on wood energy systems to allow their consideration, while
ensuring that only clean systems could be installed. MDE should be commended for undertaking that
rule making process, which was a huge amount of effort. Interestingly, this means there has only been a
well-defined permit process for wood thermal and CHP systems in existence in MD since 2014.
An example of a potential Maryland biomass system is in the Baltimore City School which is located
adjacent to city wood process yard. Biomass could replace fuel oil use and provide significant savings
while addressing urban wood waste management needs. In the Gundersen Lutheran Hospital Thermally
led Biomass CHP District Energy project the biomass conversion system provides heat and electricity.
The system is designed to match heat production with thermal and energy needs. The economics show
that $35 of wood can replace $63 in gas and electric costs. If the heat is not used, the project loses money
when operating ($35 of wood to provide $12 in electricity).
Key design and project considerations include:
• System sizing
o Critical to economics and efficient operations
o Detailed facility thermal and electrical load modeling needed
• Storage and handling systems
o Appropriate storage volumes
o Simple handing systems providing flue flexibility
o Need to be able to adapt to different fuels to align with changing industry, wood supplies,
etc.
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•
•

Integration with facility energy systems
Using vendors and installers with a proven track record

System sizing starts with detailed load modeling, followed by boiler sizing to optimize economics.
Biomass boilers operate between 100 and 25% of rated capacity. Often have a back-up fossil fuel system
to cover peak loads and other exceptions. Appropriate sizing of biomass systems is important for
efficient operations. Operating outside of the range increases emissions, decreases efficiency, and can
result in operational issues. Single units are often used to reduce costs, but two or more units can be
used more effectively to cover 100% of the needs and avoid operating a single large system outside of
the efficient operating range. Steam systems provide very high temperature material (300 degrees) and
hot water systems (i.e., 110-degree water) can provide thermal heating much more efficiently and with
reduced infrastructure needs. Air quality modeling can inform project design. Modeling done in New
Hampshire showed dramatic improvements in air quality due to proper stack design and improvements
to the infrastructure. Decarbonization of thermal energy in the US is beginning in response to direct
incentives (tax benefits, grants, loans, etc). Universities and Colleges have used wood to decarbonize
their district energy systems. Industrial steam users are beginning to address carbon emissions for
thermal energy use.
The most cost-effective ways to address GHG emissions are by using options that pay for themselves
before the end of their useful lives. Biomass thermal/CHP systems tend to have high upfront cost but
long useful lives and stable cost savings. This results in low (negative) abatement costs.
Maryland has residue (waste) materials available out of industry and forest management that can be
used. The state has an opportunity to decarbonize thermal energy at various facilities using this
material. Woody biomass is not going to work for every facility, but there are a lot of situations where it
will provide benefit over time.
Lew McCreery, Wood Innovations Coordinator, USDA Forest Service – A Closer Look at the Economics
This presentation addressed wood energy systems in commercial and industrial settings. The WERC
Wood Energy Technical Assistance Team helps facility owners evaluate and implement wood energy
projects. Modern wood energy systems can be efficient, clean burning, and automated, and they can
utilize firewood, pellets, wood chips (green or semi-dry). Wood energy projects are driven by savings
associated with the type of fuel being used, with associated trade-offs in labor needs and capital costs.
Cord wood (firewood) is most appropriate for small industrial or commercial applications and are the
least automated with higher fuel management requirements. Pellets are appropriate for smaller
commercial or institutional application and can be completely automated with minimal maintenance and
minimal fuel storage space. Wood chips are appropriate for larger institutions, industrial or commercial
settings and have a larger footprint but use of semi-dry chips can be like pellet use. Key design points in
biomass energy projects include a goal of maximizing cash flow by addressing the type of system,
practical loads to connect, appropriateness of CHP, sizing the boiler and thermal storage, fuel flexibility,
and emission controls. The type of system includes considerations for fuel availability and price, the level
of automation (fuel handling), and the savings opportunity. Thermal storage systems are an important
technology widely used in Europe and being more widely adopted in the US now. It involves storing
water at higher temperatures than are needed in the system and the mixing value allows the system to
contribute to efficiencies. Emission controls include electrostatic precipitators, fabric filters, and multicyclones. Multi-cyclones work best at high output levels. Use of a flue gas condenser to harvest energy
from the flue gas improves system efficiency (up to 92% system efficiency) and reduces emissions but
needs a low temperature load for maximum benefits (90-100-degree F). Wood energy for thermal,
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cooling and power production can be cost effective in comparison to natural gas or grid systems and
provide significant reductions in GHG emissions. Wood systems become even more competitive when
combined with flue gas condensers and Maryland Tier 1 REC values.
Matt Hafner, Lead Engineer, Chemical Unit, Air Quality Permits Program, Maryland Dept. of the Environment –
Air Quality Regulations and Permitting
This presentation addressed air quality regulations and permitting and provided an overview of MDE air
permitting requirements for biomass fuel-burning equipment. The presentation covered equipment
regulations, permitting, and compliance demonstration. The Maryland biomass definition regarding
wood is: “Wood residue and wood products such as trees, tree stumps, tree limbs, bark, lumber, sawdust,
sander dust, chips, scraps, slabs, millions, and shavings. Maryland Regulations – COMAR 26.11.09.12,
implemented in 2014. Federal NESHAP and NSPS Regulations also apply. Maryland has particulate
matter emission standards based upon the size of the equipment. The largest systems have regulations
that align with federal standards. Smaller units (<10 mmBTU) and units in the Baltimore-Washington
Metro region have more restrictive standards. Permits must be obtained before installation (i.e., permit
to construct). Form 11 must be completed for fuel-burning equipment which includes an estimate of
annual fuel consumption (tons per year), stack information (height, diameter, temperature), operating
schedule, emissions estimates (pounds per day), and worker’s compensation insurance for the facility.
Form 6 is required only if a control device is used and requires more detailed stack information
(inlet/outlet). To demonstrate compliance and tune-ups are required every 2 years. For boilers 10
MMBTU/hr or greater an initial stack test is required and then every 3-5 years after that. For boilers
less than 10 MMBTUY/hr compliance can be demonstrated through manufacturer’s testing data and a
stack test is not required. Other requirements include minimizing startup and shutdown periods and
following manufacturer’s recommendations, biennial tune-ups, record keeping (for fuel use, tune ups,
malfunctions, and maintenance), and submitting notification of compliance status and stack tests. Permit
forms as well as detailed requirements are available online.
Permit to Construct Forms:
https://mde.maryland.gov/programs/Permits/AirManagementPermits/Pages/PermitstoConstructand
Operate.aspx
Biomass Fuel-Burning Equipment Requirements:
http://www.dsd.state.md.us/comar/comarhtml/26/26.11.09.12.htm
Federal NESHAP Requirements: https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?node=sp40.15.63.jjjjjj
Kyla Cheynet, Sustainability Manager, Drax Biomass – Operations & Sustainability Concerns: Challenges of
Woody Biomass Use
Drax is a renewable energy company located in the United Kingdom, including a major power station
and providing 7-8% of the UK’s electricity. Drax also has pellet production facilities and is working on
carbon capture to meet climate change goals. The power station uses wood pellets as the primary energy
source because they work well in converting from coal firing. About 65% of the wood pellets used by
Drax come from the US. Drax pellet plants are in Louisiana and Mississippi where wood supplies are
good, markets for other products have declined, and there is good port access for shipping. Sustainability
strategies include making sure that our sourcing stays in-line with our policies and that we are protecting
water quality, biodiversity, and forest productivity. Drax uses low grade roundwood and forest
residuals, wood processing residuals. All Drax’s sources are from regeneration harvests (no stumps and
no wood from land use conversion). In-woods chipping systems can be applied for stand improvement
goals. Drax is certified to four different standards organizations (FSC, SFI, PEFC, and SBP). The
Sustainable Biomass Partnership (SBP) standard is specific to biomass systems and includes a GHG
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component. Drax is not a landowner and works with trusted suppliers to provide necessary information
to maintain compliance and meet risk assessment protocols. Drax’s Healthy Forest Landscapes program
monitors forest carbon, forest cover, people (stakeholders), and biodiversity. The program helps
identify conservation opportunities on the landscape, including projects addressing wildlife species,
pollinators, and forest habitats like longleaf pine and bottomland forest types.
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Webinar 5: Biomass Energy Systems Economics & Finance
Tuesday, July 7, 2020 11AM to NOON
Webinar 5 Recording:
https://bit.ly/MDBiomass-Video05

Introduction:
Wood biomass is already made in abundance in Maryland but, the use of this renewable fuel source for
energy, as an alternative to fossil fuels, has not been adopted widely in Maryland. Project design and
financing technical assistance is available.
At the end of the session, participants will be better informed about the economics and potential
financing strategies to design, build, own and operate a woody biomass fed thermal energy system in
Maryland. Questions to be addressed include:
• What does it cost to build, install and operate a woody biomass energy system?
• What is expected return on investment from installed biomass energy systems?
• How can these systems be financed affordably and conveniently?
• What grants, incentives, and renewable energy credits are available to assist with project
financing?
• Steps & requirements necessary to qualify for access to the existing Thermal Renewable Energy
Credit?
Moderator: Katherine Magruder, Executive Director; Maryland Clean Energy Center
Presenters:
Wyatt Shiflett, Director of Finance Programs, Maryland Clean Energy Center – Project Proforma &
Financing
Garry Aime, Energy Program Manager, Maryland Energy Administration – Grants & Incentives
Bruce Weaver, State Energy Coordinator/Program Specialist, USDA Rural Development – Federal
Resources
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Wyatt Shiflett, Director of Finance Programs, Maryland Clean Energy Center – Project Proforma & Financing
Biomass energy projects are financed in two ways: through selling a system (i.e., an institution is buying
an energy system and has to finance it as a capital investment); or the project is developed as a service
that is paid for over time (i.e., selling energy from the system). The first situation involves the investor
buying the system on their own credit and the second situation involves developer financing. Projects
must develop financial proformas that are inclusive of all costs, document project assumptions, and
make use of case studies and third-party studies to substantiate projections. Bioenergy projects may
have some unique cost considerations (i.e., pellet/fuel storage, delivery costs, maintenance, insurance,
etc.). Information from other projects and case studies can be very helpful in illustrating project details
and feasibility. A full feasibility study is not required, but specific lenders or investors may request a
study. Case studies and pilot projects can be influential. Project financing includes a review of cash flow,
collateral, credit, and character. Equity vs. debt investors will view the analysis differently. The available
programs of Maryland Clean Energy Capital include MD-PACE (www.md-pace.com ) and MCAP – TaxExempt Bond Issuance (www.mdcleanenergy.org/finance/mcap). Utilization of materials diverted from
the waste stream may qualify for additional programs and financing opportunities. Tax-exempt
opportunities can make a real difference for larger projects (i.e., greater than $5 million). Renewable
Energy Credits (RECs) can provide predictability and/or upfront monetization. MCEC can help identify
lenders (through a consulting agreement, fee for service arrangement) and can also provide informal
introductions to banks, etc.
Garry Aime, Energy Program Manager, Maryland Energy Administration – Grants & Incentives
The mission at MEA is to promote affordable, reliable, and cleaner energy that benefits all Marylanders.
Our programs and policies help lower energy bills, support business energy upgrades, support a cleaner
environment and promote energy independence for Maryland. MEA provides rebates for residential
wood and pellet stoves, with $2.8 million awarded since 2008. Eligibility is based upon meeting lower
emission guidelines and must displace electric, fossil fuel or old wood stove. Challenges arise from
understanding and meeting all the requirements, including the completed application form, proof of
payment, copies of permit documents, and proof of residence. MEA also has a Commercial Wood Boiler
Grant Program, announced in 2016 and offering a 50% cost match. The program awarded about $1
million in 2017 to three applicants (2 on the Eastern Shore and one for Baltimore City Public School), but
not all projects have moved forward. Combined Heat and Power projects can also qualify for RECs.
Currently about $4 million has been available for CHP program. Th residential program has funding of
about $1 million. Commercial Program funding depends upon viable projects and can be limited by the
availability of quality financing information (ie., feasibility study, 20-year projections, etc). The Therma
REC (TREC) program has not been utilized for woody biomass, specifically, no applications have been
received. Therefore, it is difficult to speculation on outcomes given the lack of precedent. The policy
team at MEA is offering suggestions related to the TREC program to improve opportunities within the
statute. Difficult to show need and urgency in the absence of applications.
Bruce Weaver, State Energy Coordinator/Program Specialist, USDA Rural Development – Federal Resources
The Rural Energy for America Program started in 2003 and provides grants and loans to support farms
and rural small businesses. The program is focused on business and non-profits, governments, and
housing are not eligible About $9.6 million in grants were awarded nationwide in the most recent year.
Grants are divided between <$20,000 and >$20,000. In Maryland, $149,000 was awarded for small
grants and $660,000 for large grants. The small grant funding has been consistent, but large grant
amounts have increased. Average grants are $16,000 and $53,000, respectively. Grants cover 25% of
project costs. Most, 98%, of the grants are for solar projects. Most projects have received financing
before applying for the grant program. The maximum loan is $25 million and guaranteed loans with local
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banks can be done. The 9003 Program (federal program) can support larger projects. Eligibility for
“rural” is a population of not more than 50,000. Communities in proximity to larger cities may not be
eligible. Grant funds cannot be used for project feasibility and design.
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Appendix A. 2020 Biomass Energy Webinar Series Summary
Report
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2020 BIOMASS ENERGY
WEBINAR SERIES
SUMMARY REPORT
This five-part webinar series highlights how Maryland commercial
and institutional consumers can benefit from the adoption of thermal
biomass energy solutions, through case study examples of
successful projects and discussions covering a range of economic,
operational, environmental, policy, and regulatory considerations.
Live sessions were held from June 2 – July 7, 2020. The video
recording for each session, and related materials are available
online at www.mdcleanenergy.org/biomass.
Sessions were approved for 1 continuing forestry education credit
from the Society of American Foresters. Thirty-four individuals used
the live sessions to meet continuing education requirements for the following credentials: Certified
Climate Change Professional, Maryland Licensed Forester, Master Naturalist, Maryland-Delaware
Master Logger, Society of American Foresters Candidate Certified Forester, and Society of
American Foresters Certified Forester.

Participant Number Summary
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Session 4

Session 5

0
Session 1

Session 2

Live Session Attendees

Session Recording Views

These programs and resources are offered in association with the Spurring Fossil Free- Biomass
initiative, brought to you by the Maryland Forestry Foundation and Maryland Clean Energy Center in
partnership with the Maryland Department of Natural Resources and the Sustainable Forestry Council,
with funding from the Maryland Agricultural Education and Rural Development Assistance Fund.
The following report contains details regarding audience participation for each session*, including
survey feedback, and series summary data.
* Session Attendee Counts based on unique email logins. Additional participants may have been call-in only. Live Poll results are based on
multiple choice results from poll participants. Not all session attendees responded to the live poll questions.

Series Overview
The vast majority of series participants were from Maryland, but individuals from the following states
and countries also registered:
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Delaware

Georgia
Indiana
Iowa
Minnesota
Montana
North Carolina

North Dakota
New York
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Utah
Virginia

Washington
Washington, D.C.
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Canada
England
Portugal

Number of Unique Program Attendees: 173
Companies/ Organizations Represented:
A.M. Logging, LLC
Advanced Biofuels USA
American Forest & Paper Assoc
American Forests
Anne Arundel Weed Resistance
Applied Biorefinery Sciences LLC
ARA
Balai Perbenihan Tanaman Hutan
Wilayah II/ Forest Tree Seed Center
Baltimore City Division of Forestry
Biomass Thermal Energy Council
BioResource Management, Inc.
Brooks Tech
CA Board of Forestry and Fire
Protection
Calvert Soil Conservation District
Capital Energy Partners
Center for the Study of the Force
Majeure
Center for Watershed Protection
Charles Soil Conservation District
Chesapeake Physicians for Social
Responsibility
City of Quesnel (British Columbia,
Canada)
Clean Energy Consulting
College of Southern Maryland
Colorado State Forest Service
DNR
Dovetail Partners
Drax Biomass
EMI/ UM5
Enviva
EPA
F3 Tech Accelerator
Food & Water Action
Garrett County Economic
Development

Greater Baltimore Wilderness
Coalition
Harry R. Hughes Center for AgroEcology
Infinite Solutions, L3C
Izaak Walton League of America Sportsman's Chapter
Klunk Forestry Services
Lancaster Farming Weekly
Lovesong Farms
MACo
MARBIDCO
Maryland Clean Energy Center
Maryland Dept of Agriculture
Maryland Dept of Commerce
Maryland Dept of Labor
Maryland Dept of Natural Resources
Maryland Dept of Planning
Maryland Dept of the Environment
Maryland Dept of the Environment
Maryland DHCD
Maryland DNR Forest Service
Maryland Energy Administration
Maryland Environmental Services
Maryland Forest Service
Maryland Forestry Foundation
Maryland Forests Association
MDOT State Highway Administration
MidAtlantic Farm Credit
M-NCPPC
NCSU Wood Products Extension
North Dakota Forest Service
Northern Arizona University
Northern Forest Center
Northwest Natural Resource Group
NRCS

Ontario Ministry of Natural
Resources and Forestry
PA DCNR BOF
Penn State
Penn State Extension
PGC Forestry Board Member
PlanIt Green LLC
Prince George’s County
Prince George's County DOE
QASCD
RES
Resources for the Future
SC DNR
Seneca Creek Associates, LLC
Slack Farms
Southeast Conference
State of Maryland
Stumps Plus
SUNY ESF
The Forestland Group
The Nature Conservancy
The Nature Conservancy (MD/DC
chapter)
The Tree Company
Town of Denton
U of MD
U.S. Forest Service
UMES
University of Maryland
University of Maryland Extension
US Forest Service
USDA Forest Service
USDA NRCS
USFS S&PF
Utah DNR, FFSL
Wellons, Inc.
West Virginia University
Wilson Engineering Services, PC
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Session 1: Economic & Environmental Opportunities for Woody Biomass in Maryland
June 2, 2020
bit.ly/MDBiomass-Video01 – 91 views as of July 16, 2020
Maryland has an untapped supply of energy that could diversify and expand our renewable
energy portfolio, help local economies, and maintain or improve forest health without increasing
carbon emissions: woody biomass. In this series of webinars, we will share information, listen to
concerns, and address challenges to using woody biomass to meet MD's energy needs and
support sustainable forest management.
Panelists:
Maura Adams - Program Director, Northern Forest Center
Kathryn Fernholz - President/CEO, Dovetail Partners
Jeannie Haddaway-Riccio - Secretary, MD Dept. of Natural Resources
Josh Kurtz - Policy and Government Relations Director, The Nature Conservancy
Session Moderator: Gary Allen - President, MD Forestry Foundation

Session Attendee Count: 103 individuals, representing 58 companies/ organizations
Session Evaluations were received from 25 respondents.
The session was rated as “Excellent” by 19 respondents and “Above Average” by
6 respondents.
Live Polling Results

How would you best describe your role,
as an attendee for this session?
Policy Leader
2%

Researcher
7%

Concerned Citizen
9%
Educator
9%

Member of the
Environmental
Community
18%

Forest Industry
Representative
15%

Government
Employee
40%
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How has this session impacted your thoughts on
Biomass Energy?
Raised new questions
18%
Broadened
perspective
34%

Inspired new ideas
23%

Challenged
assumptions
2%

Confirmed previous
opinions
23%

Topics/ Questions Recommended for Future Programs
Having worked in New England and in Maryland I think it would be helpful to point out that counties
may require storm water management plans for wood harvesting. It would be great to include outreach
to landowners on resources that are available from the County, State and Federal government to help
landowners in conservation activities in their forest.
How can the harvestable logs go to the sawmill and get into the timber pipeline vice be wasted and go
to the dump?
Trees have to come down for various reasons. However, many times the logs are cut up into firewood
size and never get split or just take to the dump. What a waste! I’ve seen it often when I drive around.
The person hired to remove / takedown the tree doesn’t have the manpower or machinery to handle
the logs.
Solution: Require a permit to take down a tree and the permit direct them to call / arrange a time when
a “group” will show up to pay for the value of the logs and load them on a truck to take them to the
sawmill. The “group” will reap the value of the logs from the saw mill. What’s needed is government to
initiate this process by funding / instigating the startup of this.
I’ve seen beautiful valuable trees taken down and wasted. What’s needed is the catalyst to make this
happen. Then more trees willed be “saved” for the betterment of us all. Not the tree that had to come
down, but trees elsewhere. The lumber pipeline has to be filled. But we need to save all the tree input
that we can. Obviously, all the scrap at the sawmill hopefully is now being used already?
And we need our dumps to facilitate getting the biomass they receive be put into the pulp & paper /
wood chip pipeline also.
How legislation, etc. can be used to encourage biomass initiative in W. MD to re-vitalize the forest
economy.
How woody biomass markets affect plantations versus non-plantation native forests, and shifts
between them.
Mass Timber as a construction and forest utilization benefit.
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Session 2: Economic Framework – Supporting Forest Conservation with Woody
Biomass Energy
June 9, 2020
bit.ly/MDBiomass-Video02 – 56 views as of July 16, 2020
Using woody biomass for energy has positive impacts on forest health, when the right policy
framework is in place. It is important for educated stakeholders to work together to create sound
policies for sustainable forest management using woody biomass for energy.
Panelists:
Wade Haerle - Agriculture and Energy Program Manager, MD Dept. of
Commerce
Brian Kittler - Senior Director of Forest Restoration, American Forests
Kelly Schulz - Secretary, MD Dept. of Commerce
Dr. David Wear - Nonresident Senior Fellow, Resources for the Future
Session Moderator: Donnelle Keech Resilient Forests Program Director, The
Nature Conservancy

Session Attendee Count: 88 individuals, representing 58 companies/ organizations
Session Evaluations were received from 24 respondents.
The session was rated as “Excellent” by 12 respondents, “Above Average” by
10 respondents, and “Average” by 2 respondents.
Live Polling Results

How would you best describe your role,
as an attendee for this session?
Researcher
9%

Concerned Citizen
11%

Policy Leader
7%
Educator
16%

Member of the
Environmental
Community
23%

Forest Industry
Representative
6%

Government
Employee
28%
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How has this session impacted your thoughts on
Biomass Energy?
Raised new questions
19%

Broadened
perspective
44%

Inspired new ideas
13%

Confirmed previous
opinions
13%

Challenged
assumptions
11%

Topics/ Questions Recommended for Future Programs
Biochar production and potential incorporation in the agriculture
Detailed assessment of ECI
gas?

what went right/what went wrong. why the ultimate switch to natural

How do we get biomass projects accomplished? I need a market for low quality wood to prevent highgrading.
How realistic are the opportunities for biomass usage in MD?
List of current users of woody biomass for energy in MD - or at least some examples
More discussion on THERMAL use of biomass
Prices of actual commodities so it is easier to tell apples and oranges for wood heat and equal cost in
oil, gas, etc.
They really didn't address the question (although it was asked by the moderator) about modeling
carbon effect of biomass, in terms of the appropriate time frame (IPCC says 10-20 years, not 30 as in
the RFF presentation or 50 as in Brian Kittler's presentation), and in terms of factors like "compared
with what ?" (natural gas, not coal; wind and solar, not coal - coal is dying without biomass expansion).
This is not meant to force an unbalanced/biased approach, just to have the critical carbon effect
analysis be truly relevant to the climate change discussions underway.
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Session 3: Environmental Framework - Incentivizing Woody Biomass Energy &
Regulating Carbon Emissions
June 16, 2020
bit.ly/MDBiomass-Video03 – 55 views as of July 16, 2020
Using woody biomass for energy has neutral impacts on carbon emissions when the right policy
and regulatory framework are in place. It is important for educated stakeholders to work together
to create sound policies and regulations for the harvest and use of woody biomass for energy.
Panelists:
Christopher Beck - Division Chief - Climate Program, MD Dept. of the
Environment
Dr. Elliott Campbell - Director, Center for Economic and Social Science, MD
Dept. of Natural Resources
Kendall DeLyser - Senior Manager of Forests and Climate, American Forests
Dr. Suzanne Dorsey - Assistant Secretary, MD Dept. of the Environment
Dan Rider - Forest Stewardship & Utilization Program Manager, MD Dept. of
Natural Resources
Session Moderator: Kenneth Jolly - Acting Director/State Forester, MD DNR
Forest Service

Session Attendee Count: 76 individuals, representing 45 companies/ organizations
Session Evaluations were received from 16 respondents.
The session was rated as “Excellent” by 10 respondents and “Above Average” by
6 respondents.
Live Polling Results

How would you best describe your role,
as an attendee for thia session?
Policy Leader
4%

Member of the
Environmental
Community
15%

Researcher
6%

Concerned Citizen
23%

Educator
6%

Government
Employee
37%

Forest Industry
Representative
9%
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How has thia session impacted your thoughts on
Biomass Energy?
Raised new questions
9%

Inspired new ideas
19%
Broadened
perspective
50%

Confirmed previous
opinions
22%

Topics/ Questions Recommended for Future Programs
Better modeling for forest carbon
Cannot believe MD does not have some users of woody biomass for energy, apart from wood/pellet
stoves in homes. With all of the advantages, someone get busy. Thankfully this webinar series will
hopefully help.
Another topic with many advantages for the use of wood is the relatively new Mass timber industry.
That also needs advertising via however.
Economics of Biofuels
Dan's $$/btu comparison is not enough to show total costs and answer if Biofuels are such a good
deal, why isn't everyone using them???
Need to show/discuss total impact of biofuel use on MD forest reserves. My back of the envelope calc
suggests that a wood fired power plant for a Baltimore sized city would require 3 mil tons/yr of wood
that in turn would require 30,000 Ac of cord wood/yr, or in a 40 year rotation on 1.2 mil acres of forest.
....... about 1/2 of MD current forest ??????
How do I get a market going in my area
I really appreciated Dan Rider's presentation and perhaps an expanded discussion of woody residuals
would be good.
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Session 4: Biomass Energy Systems – Operation
June 23, 2020
bit.ly/MDBiomass-Video04 – 43 views as of July 16, 2020
Woody biomass is already available in abundance in Maryland but, the use of this renewable fuel
source for energy, as an alternative to fossil fuels, has not been widely adopted. Best
management practices of ‘right-sizing’ designs for modern current and evolving technologies
allow for this type of energy solution to be cost-effective and meet air quality standards.
Panelists:
Kyla Cheynet - Director of Sustainability, Drax Biomass
Matt Hafner - Lead Engineer, Chemical Unit, Air Quality Permits Program, MD
Dept. of the Environment
Ben Larson - Director of Sustainability, Enviva
Lew McCreery - Forest Products Technologist, USDA Forest Service
Dan Wilson - Vice President, Wilson Engineering Services, PC
Session Moderator: I. Katherine Magruder - Executive Director, Maryland Clean
Energy Center

Session Attendee Count: 59 individuals, representing 43 companies/ organizations
Session Evaluations were received from 16 respondents.
The session was rated as “Excellent” by 15 respondents and “Average” by 1 respondent.
Live Polling Results

How would you best describe your role,
as an attendee for this session?

Policy Leader
11%

Researcher
4%

Concerned Citizen
13%

Educator
11%

Member of the
Environmental
Community
18%

Forest Industry
Representative
9%

Government
Employee
34%
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How has this session impacted your thoughts on
Biomass Energy?
Raised new questions
14%

Broadened
perspective
40%
Inspired new ideas
25%

Confirmed previous
opinions
17%

Challenged
assumptions
4%

Topics/ Questions Recommended for Future Programs

I am beginning to think that MD has no woody biomass uses for energy - is this correct?
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Session 5: Biomass Energy Systems - Economics & Finance
July 7, 2020
bit.ly/MDBiomass-Video05 – 23 views as of July 16, 2020
Woody biomass is already made in abundance in Maryland. However, the use of this renewable
fuel source for energy, as an alternative to fossil fuels, has not been widely adopted. Project
design and financing technical assistance is available.
Panelists:
Garry Aime - Energy Program Manager, MD Energy Administration
Wyatt Shiflett - Director of Finance Programs, Maryland Clean Energy Center
Bruce Weaver - State Energy Coordinator/ Program Specialist, USDA Rural
Development
Session Moderator: I. Katherine Magruder - Executive Director, Maryland Clean
Energy Center

Session Attendee Count: 52 individuals, representing 38 companies/ organizations
Session Evaluations were received from 13 respondents.
The session was rated as “Excellent” by 8 respondents, “Above Average” by
2 respondents, and “Average” by 3 respondents.
Live Polling Results

How would you best describe your role,
as an attendee for this session?
Researcher
13%

Concerned Citizen
13%

Policy Leader
10%

Educator
10%

Forest Industry
Representative
8%

Member of the
Environmental
Community
15%

Government
Employee
31%
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How has this session
impacted your thoughts
on Biomass Energy?
Broadened
perspective
55%

Raised new
questions
19%

Is your company or organization
interested in developing a
biomass energy project?
Yes – We have something
currently in progress
7%

Inspired
new ideas
14%

Not
interested
15%

Confirmed previous
opinions
12%

Yes – Likely
within the next
12 months
11%

Undecided
30%
Yes –
Eventually
22%

We offer products/ services for
biomass energy projects
15%

Topics/ Questions Recommended for Future Programs
•
•
•
•
•

specific needed policy changes.
further information on current barriers to progress
more detail on federal, state biomass incentives on a web site
update on definitions woody biomass vs waste-based biomass.
summary of key advantages of a CHP project

The series as a whole was very good. Today's was discouraging. While the case was made several
presentations ago for doing woody biomass energy, the policy and thus funding is nowhere near ready
to make this happen.
things like Greenbank funding and ESCO's
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